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FFN-D000571257_3
PRICE : ₹ 600

Enhance your ensemble with this bracelet designed 
with leaf motifs and the glow of American diamonds.



FFN-D000593395
PRICE : ₹ 900

Dazzle with this traditional bracelet exuding elegance 
with subtle-coloured stones and American diamonds.



FFN-D000571259_5
PRICE : ₹ 800

Step into the spotlight with this sophisticated bracelet 
meticulously cra ed with a beautiful sea- green coloured 

stone and American diamonds.



FFN-D000570355_1 
PRICE : ₹ 500

This stylish ring is a statement piece of timeless beauty with 
an appealing floral motif and a myriad of American diamonds. 



FFN-D000642627_5 
PRICE : ₹ 400

The timeless design of this floral-inspired ring makes it a versatile 
piece of wearable art to indulge in the beauty of nature.



FFN-D000571023_2 
PRICE : ₹ 700

Meticulously designed and encrusted with American diamonds, 
this alluring ring resembling a flower gliers glamorously.



FFN-D000642627_6 
PRICE : ₹ 400

A mesmerizing masterpiece with a nature-inspired design, this 
captivating ring makes an irresistible statement of elegance.



FFN-D000269806_1 
PRICE : ₹ 5800

Turn heads with these eye-catchy danglers encrusted with American 
diamonds and emerald colored stones perfect for Festive gala.



FFN-D000540872_2 
PRICE : ₹ 400

Make a statement with these bold drop earrings designed with 
emerald green colored stones and studded American 
diamonds that create an air of classic beauty . 



FFN-D000559203_2
PRICE : ₹ 1200

Elevate your accessory game with these exquisite danglers 
designed with dangling pa erns and American diamonds.



FFN-D000564274_2 
PRICE : ₹ 800

Complete your traditional look with these jhumka earrings embellished 
with American diamonds and a beautiful sea-green colored stone



FFN-D000581464_2 
PRICE : ₹ 1700

Make a traditional statement with these dazzling danglers designed 
with American diamonds and subtle-coloured stones.



FFN-D000540907_2 
PRICE : ₹ 1100

The so , pastel hue of sea green stones renders this traditional 
necklace set a touch of elegance and charm.



FFN-D000540907_2 
PRICE : ₹ 2000

Encrusted with vibrant emerald colored stones and American 
diamonds, this necklace set boasts a subtle and traditional 

elegance to match your festive a ire.



FFN-D000540903_3 
PRICE : ₹ 2400

This layered necklace set encrusted with American diamonds 
is beautifully designed with a pastel sea-green colored stone.
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